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CRASH TEST ANGELS
A geometric tribute to those who made a lasting
impact on our safety. Created inside a geometric
polyhedron sphere in Modo 3D. Jpeg media best
displayed on digital screen. Size: 10667 x 6000 px.
Minted on SuperRare at: https://superrare.co/
artwork-v2/crash-test-angels-9114
Price: Not Set - Accepting Offers over 0.5 ETH
SphericalArt - WINGMAN
Inspired by a dream. Created with Modo 3D and
After Effects. This is one of my few pieces not
created with a 3D sphere! 720 x 720 animated
GIF file media best displayed on digital screen.
Minted on SuperRare: https://superrare.co/
artwork-v2/wing-man-18407
Price: Not Set - Accepting Offers over 0.5 ETH

SphereicalArt - GEAR FACE
This mechanical contraption cycles through a
series of seemingly gear-driven facial expressions.
Filmed inside a polyhedral 3D sphere.One of One
edition MP4 file with audio, 31 MB, 720 x 720
pixels. Created in 2020. Best displayed on a
digital screen.
Minted on Crytoart.ai - https://cryptoart.ai/
gallery/detail?id=458
Price: $1500
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SphericalArt - NEURON KNOT
Colorful loops arranged with the mathematical
power that exists in three dimensional polyhedron
spheres. Like the neurons in your brain, what looks
at first like a tangled mess, is actually extremely
organised. Arranged within a 3D polyhedron using
Modo 3D with color adjustments in Photoshop.
JPEG media, 4500 pixels square, best displayed on
a digital screen.
Minted on MakersPlace at: https://
makersplace.com/sphericalart/neuron-knot-1of-1-20268/
Price: 1 ETH

Spherical - SUN RAYS, EARTH RAYS
The warm last rays of a setting sun wash over this
digital landscape. They flow in both directions, as
that warmth is reflected back into the atmosphere.
This scene was captured inside of a 3d sphere,
with a virtual camera. 1067 x 600 pixels animated
GIF file, best displayed on digital screen.
Minted as an Edition of Five on Cryptoart.ai at:
https://cryptoart.ai/gallery/detail?id=443
Price: 0.35 ETH

SphericalArt - ROPES COURSE
In a ropes course you progress from rope to
rope, but what if the choices are so many and
overwhelming that you get tangled and stuck in
your indecision? I created this with a loop of 3D
rope, replicated and attached to the facets of an
invisible polyhedral sphere in Modo 3D. JPEG
media best displayed on a digital screen. 4500 x
6750 pixels
Minted on MakersPlace at: https://
makersplace.com/sphericalart/ropes-course-1of-1-20402/
Price: 1 ETH
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SphericalArt - HOME WI-FI
A geometric abstraction of the service that brings
the world into your home, and vice versa. A
miracle connecting us all, and just possibly a
health and privacy liability. Captured inside a 3D
sphere with a virtual camera in Modo, and color
adjusted in Photoshop. JPEG media, 4500 x 6000
pixels best displayed on digital screen.
Minted on SuperRare at: https://superrare.co/
artwork-v2/home-wi-fi-8447
Price: Not Set - Accepting offers over 0.5 ETH

SphericalArt - RED TIDE
Inspired by the "red tide" that occasionally shows
up on Southern California beaches. The algal
bloom gives the water a reddish tinge by day,
and a florescent blue-green glow in the surf at
night. Captured inside a 3D polyhedral sphere in
Modo 3D, and modified in Photoshop. JPEG
media, 4800 x 6000 pixels, best displayed on a
digital screen.
Minted on SuperRare at: https://superrare.co/
artwork-v2/red-tide-9011
Price: Not set - accepting offers over 0.5 ETH

